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after weeks of preparation, the start of a movie project is always a cause for celebration. in december
2013, director shinsuke sato commented that death note will begin shooting in the first half of 2014. the
film had been announced a year earlier, before being delayed until october 2015. alongside english, the
subtitles will also be spoken in english, french, spanish, german, latin, portuguese, korean, chinese, and
japanese with japanese and english subs separated by top and bottom audio. in the japanese version of

the trailer, the opening and closing theme is sung by an all-girl band answer which consists of garudi
members kaede haga and saki morikawa. the song is titled "reset", and according to the lyrics, the

ending of the film is indeed part of the lolita reference. in the chinese-language version of the trailer, the
opening and closing theme is sung by malaysian idol-actress zoe zhang, and the title is "happiness". for

the english version of the trailer, funimation has hired the writing team of shingeki no kyojin and the
order of the stick, which is notable for the numerous parodies of massive blockbusters. the directors for
each of the film's three projects, death note, the order of the stick, and world trigger, include naruto and
bleach director, kenji sakaguchi, and attack on titan director, yuki kajiura. other directors include cowboy
bebop and bleach director, shinichiro watanabe, and fairy tail and death note director, hiroyuki imaishi.

other key staff for death note include aquarion and death note director, araki akio, shiaki yuuki, who was
the director of the 1995 original, writer katsura miwa, and editor kifu takahashi, who worked on the

original.
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time is running out to order the death note official store ⇒ (japanese) before the release
date. (japanese) the release will be commemorated with the release of the death note: the
movie (japanese) on august 19. this version features a completely different and fresh story
for the misa amane character and more emphasis on its humor and action. i thought that

this version was very enjoyable, but i preferred the original. i also found it hard to relate to
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misa amane during this version. that said, this is a good entry point if you're a fan of the
character. for those unfamiliar with the death note story, the 2011 anime is available on

netflix as the companion piece to the manga. in this version, ryuzaki is a hologram projected
on a part of l's computer, like in l's dream. during the day ryuzaki acts like l and, after a few
months, he encounters the real l who opens up to him, becomes a mentor figure, and asks
ryuzaki to take over running the death note. when ryuzaki says he would rather continue as
l's hologram, l tells him that he was on l's side at the beginning of the story. therefore, he is
no longer l's enemy, so ryuzaki will always be a friend. the first live-action adaptation of the

manga opened in theaters in japan on november 2, 2015 with attendance at more than
140,000 ticket sales on the first day. it went on to become one of the highest-grossing films
in japanese film history. [35] [36] death note premiered on netflix on september 30, 2016 in
the us, canada, and the uk. the english dubbed version features vocal talent by danny trejo,

blair shedd, tony todd, and doug berg. an indian version dubbed in hindi was released on
netflix on october 12, 2016. on january 24, 2017, the film's official website announced that
the fourth film will premiere in japan on march 17, 2017. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] the july 2,
2017 article published in entertainment weekly stated that the film would be released on

october 23, 2017. [42] 5ec8ef588b
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